DOWNLOAD THE CONTROL LIST FOR PRODUCT NO. : 4462

Product details: Skis alpins Cross 550+ avec fixations – Femmes
Year of purchase: 2022
Product condition: Good
Seller description: Des skis pour toutes les conditions de neige en centre.

Inspection
points

What to inspect

Inspection process

Criticality

Requirement

Inspection
points
passed

SEMELLLE
STATE

Return skiing to watch gliding part

-

Sole without scratch and waxed (= non
bleaches, mainly along the edges) or redone

--- true

Top sheet

STATE TOP SKI
(sets)

Observe the portion above the ski

-

Top sheet unscratched

--- true

Eclats
adopted

State of the
sides of the ski

Observe the sides of the ski between
the edges and top of the ski

-

No luster on the stop (between the field and
the top sheet)

--- true

Heel

State of the
rear of the ski

Visually observe the rear of the ski

-

Eclat on back heels

--- true

BRAKE AND
TURN

Observe steel inserts along the length
under the ski

-

Edges without scratches

--- true

Attachments

Cosmetic

Observe fasteners

-

Brightness and color ok

--- true

Attachments

Security

length adjustment

-

Marking legible and functional lock and
compression test ok

--- true

Attachments

Security

Take a screwdriver and make weight
settings

-

Moving the slider

--- true

Tip turner

Check the condition of the spatula

-

And spatula tip unscratched

--- true

Skins

Drop skins and visual observations

-

Complete skin with hair on any clean surface
and glue the entire sticky surface

--- true

Sole

Square

This product obtained the Inspected Product label
Inspected on 04 March 2022 by Théa

In receiving this document, you acknowledge that you are aware of and are responsible for any potential problems identified with the inspected product.
The product inspection service cannot fully guarantee the product’s safety if it used after the inspection.

